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1 Introduction
Modal particles (MPs) in German form a small, more or less closed set of specific lexical items.
Even if for some particles, their status as a modal particle may be disputable, there is a core set
of prototypical MPs whose status as an MP is relatively clear. For instance, Hartmann (1998:660)
provides the following list of MPs in German.

(1) German modal particles
aber, auch, bloß, denn, doch, eigentlich, eben, etwa, einfach, erst, halt, ja, nun, mal, nur,
schon, vielleicht, ruhig, wohl

What unites these items is that they share special syntactic and semantic properties that set them
apart from other kinds of particles and that make them an interesting object for studying the syntax-
semantics interface.

Inquiries into the meaning of MPs have always been the driving force behind modal particle
research since Weydts (1969) work. Especially during the “communicative-pragmatic turn”
(Helbig, 1988:16) in the 1970s and 1980s, a lot of work focussed on the question of their
communicative function within discourse (Autenrieth, 2002:6). However, even more recent formal
approaches to MPs either concentrate on their syntax (e.g. Coniglio, 2008, Grosz, 2005) or on their
semantics (Gast, 2008, Karagjosova, 2004, Kratzer, 1999). The question of how their semantic and
syntactic properties are connected to each other is usually not directly addressed (for an exception,
cf. Zimmermann 2004). In this contribution, I will address this question explicitly and try to
highlight the relation between the special semantics of MPs and their particular syntactic behavior.

∗This paper builds on arguments first presented in Gutzmann 2008, 2009. While the line of argumentation remains
almost the same in this paper, it illustrates that the framework of continuation-based semantics can be used to make
the same points, thereby strengthening the framework-independence of the basic ideas. I would like to thank Chris
Barker for various discussions that made me spell out my old proposal in a continuation framework, as well as Yusuke
Kubota and Wataru Uegaki for the core ideas. Thanks also to the audience at MOSS 2 and an anonymous reviewer for
many insightful and constructive comments. Needless to say, all remaining errors are my own.
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In previous work Gutzmann (2008, 2009), I used the tools of Potts’ (2005) logic of conventional
implicatures or a more general framework to explicate the connections between the semantics and
the syntax of MPs. However, several studies have revealed that this approach comes with some
serious built-in problems (Amaral et al., 2007, Barker et al., 2010). In this paper, I will therefore
sketch a different approach that is based on Kubota and Uegaki’s (2011) proposal to employ
the continuation-based semantics developed in Barker and Shan 2008 to model multidimensional
content.1

As I will show, many of the syntactic features of MPs directly fall out from this style of
semantics, when we assign an appropriate semantics to MPs.

Of course, space does not permit me to deal with all features exhibited by MPs. However, I
will address what I think are the most important ones. The list in (2) summarizes the syntactic and
semantic properties that will be dealt with in this paper and which are commonly ascribed to MPs
in the literature (cf. e.g. Autenrieth 2002:29, Meibauer 1994:29, Thurmair 1989:37).

(2) Properties of MPs
a. MPs are non-truth-conditional.
b. MPs have wide scope.
c. MPs are sentence-mood-dependent.
d. MPs cannot receive main stress.
e. MPs cannot be questioned.
f. MPs cannot occur in the so-called prefield (Germ. Vorfeld).

There are two main aims that I pursue in this paper. I think the most characteristic feature of MPs is
the fact that they are non-truth-conditonal, i.e. they do not contribute to the truth-conditions of the
utterance they occur in. The first goal therefore is to give a multidimensional semantics for MPs
that directly embodies this intuition. This will be the plan for § 2. The second objective which I
will address afterwards in § 3 is to derive as much of the syntactic and semantic properties given
in (2) as possible from that semantics.

2 Multidimensional semantics for MPs
In this section, I will develop a formal approach to the meaning of MPs that directly reflects their
non-truth-conditional character. In order to do so, I will first sketch the idea of hybrid semantics
(§ 2.1), that is, a semantics in which truth-conditions, which give the descriptive meaning of
an utterance, are complemented with use-conditions in order to provide a way to capture the
expressive content of an utterance as well. Although the idea of hybrid semantics is independent
of whatever formalization is actually used, I will introduce the continuation grammar developed
by Barker and Shan (2008) in § 2.2 to give a proper formal elaboration of the core idea, before I
use it to model the use-conditional nature of MPs in § 2.3.

Before we move on, let me be explicit about the focus of this section. My aim is to account
for the general way in which MPs contribute to the overall meaning of a sentence. I will not try to

1In Gutzmann 2012, I develop a different framework of multidimensional semantics, which is closer to the spirit of
Potts’ work and also solves the inherent problems of the original, which are also inherited by its extensions (Gutzmann,
2011, McCready, 2010).
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analyze the explicit semantic content of a single MP. I am interested in the semantic combinatorics,
not in the lexical semantics.

2.1 Hybrid semantics
Hybrid semantics is a view on natural language semantics that supplements the standard tools of
truth-conditional semantics with the idea of use-conditions. The core of this idea is already laid out
by David Kaplan (1999:6):

For certain expressions of natural language, a correct Semantic Theory would state
rules of use rather than something like a concept expressed.

That use-conditions may play a role in describing the meaning of expressions is of course not a
new idea since it goes back to the traditions of Ordinary Language Philosophy and is most clearly
articulated in the famous passage from Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations.

For a large class of cases – though not for all – in which we employ the word
“meaning” it can be defined thus: the meaning of a word is its use in the language
[. . . ]. (Wittgenstein, 1953:§43)

In line with Wittgenstein’s parenthetical reservation, hybrid semantics is not the radical idea of
forgoing altogether the program of truth-conditional semantics and substituting it entirely by the
slogan “meaning as use”. Instead, it takes the intuition seriously that some expressions in natural
languages contribute to the conditions under which a sentence is felicitously uttered instead of
determining its truth-conditions. In addition to the standard T-sentences that embody the core idea
of truth-conditional semantics, there hence should also be analogous U-sentences that provide the
use conditions in order to represent the meaning of use-conditional expressions. The following two
sentences illustrate how such T- and U-sentences may look like. The first is the classical example,
while the second one is derived from Kaplan’s (1999:17) paraphrase of oops.

(3) “Snow is white” is true (in English) if snow is white.
(4) “Oops” is felicitously uttered (in English) if the speaker has just observed a minor mishap.

While the descriptive content of a sentence can be given by the set of worlds that satisfy
its truth-conditions, we can follow Kaplan’s idea and equate the use-conditional content with
the set of contexts in which its use-conditions are fulfilled. That is, the interpretation of an
utterance is not just the interpretation of its descriptive content, but a tuple whose second element
is the use-conditional content of the sentence. Hybrid semantics therefore involves a kind of
multidimensionality that is for instance prevalent in Potts 2005.2 For illustration, let us turn back to
modal particles. For a sentence like in (5) that contains the MP ja but no other expressive element,
the semantic value of the sentence is not a simple expression but a tuple consisting of two objects.
First, we have the simple proposition that David sleeps. In addition we have the use-conditional
meaning that is contributed by ja and takes the propositional content as its argument.

2Since in Potts 2005, expressives and other CI-elements receive a truth-conditional interpretation, this work is not
an instance of hybrid semantics. In contrast, in his more recent work, Potts (2007) assigns a different kind of denotation
to expressives: they manipulate an expressive index in the context parameter that put constraints on the future use of
expressive elements. Therefore, that approach can be thought to be a hybrid one as well.
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(5) David schläft ja. ⟨sleep d, ja(sleep d)⟩

Let us further assume that the use-conditions expressed by ja p is given by the set of context in
which the hearer may already know p (Kratzer, 1999). The truth- and use-conditions for (5) can
therefore be given as follows.

(6) a. (5) is true if w@ ∈ {w : David sleeps in w}
b. (5) is felicitous if c@ ∈ {c : cA may already have known in c that David sleeps}

To provide a proper formalization of the idea of hybrid semantics, we need to specify how
descriptive and expressive meaning interact with each other and how the different kinds of contents
are distributed to the different dimensions during the semantic derivation. There are several
possibilities to do this. In Gutzmann (2008, 2009) I used a modification of Potts’ (2005) logic.
In this paper however, I will employ a continuation-based semantics to give hybrid semantics a
compositional treatment.

2.2 Continuation-based grammar
The notion of continuations originates from theoretical computer science where it has been
developed independently by various researchers in the late 60s and early 70s3 as a tool “for
describing the evaluation order of expressions in programming language semantics” (Shan and
Barker, 2006:94). The idea to borrow this notion for linguistics was introduced by Barker (2002)
and de Groote (2001). Since then, several studies have put it to good use. Amongst the phenomena
that have been studied by employing continuations are quantifier scope (Barker, 2002), superiority
and weak crossover effects (Shan and Barker, 2006), donkey anaphora (Barker and Shan, 2008),
modal subordination (Asher and Pogodalla, 2010), and – of direct relevance for this paper
– multidimensional expressions like benefactives in Japanese (Kubota and Uegaki, 2011) and
expressive content (Barker et al., 2010).

Generally, the continuation of an expression can be understood as “the entire (default) future for
the computation” (Kelsey et al., 1998:71). Then, what is a continuation in the context of linguistic
semantics? Consider for instance the following sentence and its semantic value.

(7) David loves Kate. love(k)(d)

We can now ask what the continuation of the expression David is. When the subject expression
in (7) “is evaluated there is a continuation wanting the result of the expression” (Kelsey et al.,
1998:71). Given the context of sentence (7), the continuation that “wants” the semantic value
of David is the semantic value of the VP, that is, the property of loving Kate, or formally,
λx.love(k)(x). Analogously, the continuation of k, the value ofKate, is λx.love(x)(d), the property
of being loved by David.4 The continuation of an expression is therefore relative to the larger
expression that constitutes its linguistic context (Barker, 2002:214f.).5

3For an overview over the different “discoveries of continuations”, cf. Reynolds 1993.
4Continuations therefore have some conceptual similarities to Rooth’s (1992) alternative semantics for focus, as

noted by Shan and Barker (cf. 2006:95).
5Asher and Pogodalla (2010) as well as de Groote (2006) take this literally and use continuations to restate the

core ideas of dynamic semantics in a Montagovian fashion. The contexts, that are implicit in dynamic semantics in the
form of assignment functions, are explicitly represented in these approaches by means of (left and right) continuation.
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What is important for the “continuized grammars” developed in the studies mentioned above is
not that linguistic expressions have continuations – continuations are just a perspective on looking
at them, as Barker (2002:215) puts it – it is that such a grammar contains expression that interact
with continuations of other expressions. I will illustrate this by the phenomenon of quantifier scope.
What is special about quantified DPs is that they play a dual role, a local and a “scopal” one.
Consider for instance the following sentence and its semantic value.

(8) David loves everyone. ∀x.love(x)(d)

The contribution of everyone, given by the underlined parts, is twofold. On the one hand, it
introduces a variable that serves as the object for the ditransitive predicate love, which is of type
⟨e,⟨e,t⟩⟩. That is, it locally plays the role of an expression of type e. On the other hand, everyone
introduces the universal quantifier that scopes over the entire proposition to yield a new proposition
(thereby binding the variable). This “scopal” part works as if it were a sentential modifier of
type ⟨t,t⟩. Speaking in terms of continuations, we can think of everyone as an expression whose
semantics refers to its own continuation. Locally, everyone combines with its continuation, namely
the property of being loved by David, just as a proper name would do.6 However, everyone also
introduces the quantifier that scopes over the outcome of applying everyone with its continuation.
In the continuation grammar used by Shan and Barker (2006:105), this dual nature and the
reference to the continuation is decoded in the following way.

(9) everyone t! (e"t) λκ.∀x.κ(x)

The semantic value is relatively straightforward. What is special is that the type of everyone
contains the new connectives ! and" for type constructions. This is where continuations come
in on the combinatoric level. Intuitively, this new complex type encodes the behavior that we
have just described. When everyone combines locally with its continuation, it plays the role of an
expression of type e. This is given by the type between the two double slashes. On the continuation
level, everyone then works similar to a type ⟨t,t⟩ expression. That is, after is has fulfilled its role
as an expression of e, it scopes over a proposition of type t to yield a proposition of type t.

In the following, I will follow Barker and Shan (2008) who introduce a new way to visualize
continuations levels in both the semantic and syntactic representation in order to make complex
derivations easier to read. Basically, they use a categorial grammar in which syntactic and semantic
information is encoded in lexical entries. For instance, the lexcial entries for David and an
intransitive verb like sleep can be given as follows.

(10)
DP
David
d

DP\S
sleeps
sleep

syntactic category
expression

semantic value

In simple cases, the syntactic composition works as usually. Syntactically, matching functional
categories are canceled out according to the direction given by the slash, whereas semantically,
we have ordinary functional application. The direction of this application is determined by the
semantic types which are left implicit as long as they can be deduced from the syntactic types.7

6Note that when comparing (7) and (8), the continuation of Kate and everyone are both given by λx.love(x)(k).
7For sake of simplicity, the restriction of everyone to the domain of humans is left implicit.
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(11)

⎛

⎝

DP
David
d

DP\S
sleeps
sleep

⎞

⎠ =
S

David sleeps
sleep d

The information about continuation, which has been given by the double slashes in (9), is
represented as an additional layer written on the top of the syntactic and semantic part.8 The lexical
entry for everyone is written as follows.

(12)

S S
DP

everyone
∀x.[ ]
x

The upper tower contains the categorial information and contains basically the same information as
the double slashes. That is, S!(DP" S), which is the syntactic correlate of t! (e"t), is rewritten
as follows.

(13)
S S
DP

which means
. . . to form an S. and takes scope at an S. . .
The expression functions in local syntax as a DP,

.

In the semantic value for everyone in (12), we also have a clear visualization of the separation of
the contribution of everyone into a local contribution below the line and a scope taking part at the
upper level.

Given this tower notation, it is easy to illustrate how expressions that contain continuation levels
can be combined with each other. Consider first a simple quantificational sentence for illustration.

(14)

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

S S
DP

Everyone
∀x.[ ]
x

S S
DP\S
sleeps
[ ]

sleep

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

=

S S
S

Everyone sleeps
∀x.[ ]
sleep x

As for the combination of simple expressions that do not exhibit any continuation level, there are
two general rules for combining expressions with continuation level, one for each direction of
syntactic application.

(15) a.

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

C D
A/B
left-exp
g[ ]
f

D E
B

right-exp
h[ ]
x

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

=

C E
A

left-exp right-exp
g[h[ ]]
f (x)

b.

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

C D
B

left-exp
g[ ]
f

D E
B\A

right-exp
h[ ]
x

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

=

C E
A

left-exp right-exp
g[h[ ]]
f (x)

8Barker and Shan (2008:8) therefore call this the tower notation as opposed to the linear notation in (9).
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At the lower semantic and syntactic level, everything works as usual. What is important when it
comes to the continuation level is that the category over which the left expression takes scope
matches the category that the right expression delivers when it takes scope. That is, an expression
that scopes over a D to form a C can combine with an expression that forms a D when scoping
over an E. This combination is then an expression that scopes over an E (form the right expression)
to form a D (from the left expression). That is, on the upper level, we have C|D D|E ⇒ C|E.
The way the continuation level of two expressions combines therefore resembles the standard rule
of function composition. At the semantic continuation level, the continuation part of the right
expression is plugged into the hole [ ] in the continuation level of the left expression, which can be
understood as a kind of ordering.9

Reconsidering the concrete example in (14), we note that sleeps has a continuized lexical entry.
This is needed in order to properly combine it with everyone according to rule (15b). However, the
standard lexical entry for sleep is a simple one that does not come with a continuation layer, as
in (11). The continuized version of sleeps is delivered by the type shifting operator Lift, which
is reminiscent of the standard Montague lift (cf. also Partee and Rooth, 1983) and whose main
function is to handle scope in a continuation based grammar (Barker and Shan, 2008, Shan and
Barker, 2006).

(16)
A

expression
x

Lift
⇒

B B
A

expression
[ ]

x

(17)
DP\S
sleeps
sleep

Lift
⇒

S S
DP\S
sleeps
[ ]

sleep

This type shifter allows to add a continuation layer to an expression such that it can combine with
other layered expressions. In the syntax, it adds an arbitrary category on top of a syntactic category
already present. Theses two categories have to match. In the semantics, it adds an otherwise empty
layer with a hole.10

In (14) we have so far only combined the local contribution of everyone, the variable x,
with sleeps, or more precisely, with the local contribution of the lifted version of sleeps. The
quantificational contribution of everyone is still located on the top layer separated from its scope.
In order to glue the two layers together to receive an interpretable semantics for Everyone sleeps,
we have to collapse the continuation towers at the semantic and syntactic level. The type shifter
that enables this is called Lower and has the following general form.

(18)

A B
B

expression
[ ]

x

Lower
⇒

A
expression

x
where B ∈ {S, Assn}

9Note that, in the words of Shan and Barker (2006:106), “the system has a built-in left-to-right bias”.
10Officially, the semantics of Lift is defined as λxλκ .κ(x) (Barker and Shan, 2008:38), which highlights its relation

to the common type lifting operation.
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Lower can be viewed as a conditional reverse of Lift. What makes it conditional is that it can only
be applied if the syntactic category on the top right matches the syntactic category at the bottom
and that this category must be either S or Assn.11 In case these conditions are met and Lower is
applied to an expression, it cancels the right B on the top with the B below the line leaving only
the top left category behind. Semantically, the tower is collapsed as well. This is done by plugging
the value below the line into the hole of the expression at the top layer. For a concrete example,
consider the application of Lower to the continuized representation of Everyone sleeps in (14).

(19)

S S
S

Everyone sleeps
∀x.[ ]
sleep x

Lower
⇒

S
Everyone sleeps

∀x.sleep x

Lowering this expression gives us the desired result in which the syntactic category of the entire
sentence is S and in which the semantic value is just a common universally quantified expression.
Crucially, the same techniques can be used to derive sentences with quantified object DPs without
any sort of quantifier raising.12

(20)
DP
David
d

(DP\S)/DP
loves
love

S S
DP

everyone
∀x.[ ]
x

Lift
⇒

S S
DP
David
[ ]

d

S S
(DP\S)/DP

loves
[ ]

love

S S
DP

everyone
∀x.[ ]
x

=

S S
DP
David
[ ]

d

S S
DP\S

loves everyone
∀x.[ ]
love x

=

S S
S

David loves everyone
∀x.[ ]
love x d

Lower
⇒

S
David loves everyone

∀x.love x d

Quantification and related phenomena are one of the main motivations for employing a
continuation-based grammar. However, I will now show how it can be modified to become a proper
tool for handling expressive content as well. This will allow to give a continuation semantics for
modal particles.

2.3 Continuation semantics for MPs
Expressives like MPs can naturally receive a hybrid-semantic treatment in a continuation-based
semantics. The important ingredient that is needed beyond the basic tools presented in the last
subsection is another semantic dimension for the expressive meaning of MPs. I take up Kubota
and Uegaki’s (2011) idea to locate the expressive dimension at the continuation level above the
line. Schematically, the separation between expressive and descriptive content can be given as
follows.
11The category Assn for assertions is added by Kubota and Uegaki (2011) to account for conventional implicatures.

I will return to this in the next subsection.
12For a discussion and comparison between continuation- and QR-based approaches to quanification, cf. Barker

2002.
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(21)
⟨[ ],Exp⟩
Desc

expressive dimension
descriptive dimension

If such a semantic tower is collapsed at some point, the descriptive content below the line will
end up as the first element of the tuple above the line. The denotation of such an expression will
then be a tuple consisting of its descriptive and expressive content. This is the core idea of hybrid
semantics. However, it must be ensured that this happens at the end of the derivation such that
the expressive content remains inaccessible for the descriptive content. In order to ensure this,
I employ the technique used by Kubota and Uegaki (2011) who introduce a new category Assn
for assertion. This category is used to delimit the interpretation of expressives until the level of
assertion is reached which ends the derivation.13 This also has the effect to account for the scoping
behavior of expressives, i.e. that they take widest scope (Potts, 2005:42). The general syntactic
category of a simple expressive therefore always involves a continuation level with an assertion.

(22)
Assn Assn

B
(23)

Assn Assn
NP

/

NP (24)
Assn Assn

S
/

S

The category of an expressive attributive adjective like damnmay therefore be given as in (23) and
that of an expressive sentential adverb like luckily as in (24).

Due to the relative free word order in the German middle field and the two different positions
in which the main predicate can appear because of its verb-second property, the concrete syntactic
category of MPs cannot be given by a simple lexical entry. However, since I am not interested in
the question of how to analyze German word order in a categorial setting, I will gloss over this
issue and make the (vastly simplifying) assumption that MPs are VP modifiers in order to account
for their default position in German verb-second main clauses.14 Since a VP corresponds to the
category DP\S, the category I will use for MPs is the following.

(25) (DP\S)
∖

(

DP
∖ Assn Assn

S

)

According to this category, MPs combine syntactically with a VP – an expression of category
DP\S – to their left to yield a VP with an Assn-type continuation. This continuation category is
crucial since it ensures that the expressive content of the MP is kept apart from the descriptive one
until the end of the derivation.15

13This is still a delimited continuation since Assn provides a fixed end point. In contrast, Barker et al. (2010)
use the technique of undelimited continuation to account for what they call the principle of non-interaction between
descriptive and expressive content (Barker et al., 2010:111).
14This simplification does not hurt the approach I present in this paper. I just want to avoid the complication of a

precise treatment of the syntactic linearization in German in order to focus on the continuation semantics for MPs. For
a general treatment of German word order in categorial grammar, confer e.g. Lambek 2000, Steedman 2000.
15The syntactic category for MPs assumed in the main text contains another simplification, this time with empirical

consequences. As presented, the syntactic category does not allow for stacking of MPs, which, however, is a common
phenomenon in German Thurmair (1989, 1991). A reviewer suggested that this could be allowed for if the syntactic
category is changed to

(i)
(

DP
∖ Assn Assn

S

)∖(

DP
∖ Assn Assn

S

)
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Semantically, MPs introduce content in the expressive dimension, but as other expressive
elements they pass their descriptive arguments unmodified to the descriptive dimension. In contrast
to a special application rule as in Potts 2005, this is achieved by the line that separates the
continuation levels. Therefore, lambda abstraction alone can take care of distributing the content
to its proper destination. A general form for the semantic value of an MP is given by the following
entry.

(26) λPλx.
⟨[ ],MP(Px)⟩

Px

Combining the general syntactic and semantic form in (25) and (26) we arrive at the following
lexical entry for the prototypical MP halt.16

(27)

(DP\S)
∖

(

DP
∖

Assn Assn
S

)

halt

λPλx.
⟨[ ],halt(Px)⟩

Px

continuized VP modifier

continuized multidimensional semantics

Equipped with this lexical entry, we can provide a sample derivation for a sentence containing halt.

(28)
DP
David
d

DP\S
schläft
sleep

(DP\S)
∖

(

DP
∖

Assn Assn
S

)

halt

λPλx.
⟨[ ],halt(Px)⟩

Px

=
DP
David
d

DP
∖

Assn Assn
S

schläft halt

λx.
⟨[ ],halt(sleepx)⟩

sleepx

=

Assn Assn
S

David schläft halt
⟨[ ],halt(sleep d)⟩

sleep d

Given the tools so far, the derivation stops here because the application of Lower to the expression
is not possible since the top right category and the one below the line do not match as required.
In order to make lowering possible for expressions with Assn-type continuations, we need the
additional Assert rule used by Kubota and Uegaki (2011:317) to shift the category of a sentence.

(29)
S

expression
φ

Assert
⇒

Assn
expression

φ

making MPs ‘pre-verbal continuation modifiers’. This seems promising. However, I will stick to the simplified version
given in the main text, because, while the syntactic category can easily be fixed by the reviewer’s suggestion, this does
not hold for the semantic part introduced in (26). The problem is that we need a device to combine the completed
use-conditional content of each MP and store it into another dimension. This can be of course be done – see Gutzmann
2012 for a (non-continuation) approach – but lack of space prohibits me to introduce the needed tools in this paper.
16Since I am interested in the general way in which MPs contribute to the overall meaning of a sentence and not the

particular meaning of a specific particle, I just write halt for the semantic value of halt. Informally, its meaning can be
paraphrased with “As you know, p is a fact and one cannot do anything about p.”
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This rule can be thought of as the syntactic correlate of asserting a sentence. However,
it should not be conceived as some kind of speech act operator – it does not introduce
semantic/pragmatic-content. Instead, it is merely a means to mark the end of the derivation of a
declarative’s propositional content, similar to the use of undelimited continuations in Barker et al.
(2010). However, as we will see below, the Assn category can be used to account for the sentence
mood dependence of MPs.

Syntactically, Assert transforms a category S to Assn while doing nothing semantically. After
shifting the S below the line to Assn, the two categories relevant for Lower match. This allows to
finally lower the continuation tower from example (28).

(30)

Assn Assn
S

David schläft halt
⟨[ ],halt(sleep d)⟩

sleep d

Assert
⇒

Assn Assn
Assn

David schläft halt
⟨[ ],halt(sleep d)⟩

sleep d

Lower
⇒

Assn
David schläft halt

⟨sleep d,halt(sleep d)⟩

This gives us the desired multidimensional content for the example. In the descriptive dimension,
the sentence expresses the proposition that David sleeps. Besides that, the utterance also conveys
expressively what is expressed by halt(sleep d), for instance, that it is a fact that David sleeps and
that you cannot do anything about that. Crucially, these two contents are expressed independently
by an utterance ofDavid schläft halt. The presented continuation-based approach therefore directly
captures property (2a), i.e. MPs do not contribute to the truth-conditional content of an utterance.
Furthermore, the semantics also account for the fact that MPs always take wide scope, supporting
(2b).

3 Deriving the properties
Up to this point, I have shown that a continuation-based semantics can capture two of the special
properties of MPs which are given in (2). In this section, I will address the remaining ones, namely
the fact that MPs depend on the sentence mood of the sentence they occur in, that they can neither
receive main stress nor be questioned, and that they cannot occur in the so-called prefield. As I
will argue, all these properties nicely fall out from the way MPs are handled by the continuation
grammar, relying only on additional assumptions that are motivated independently.

3.1 Sentence mood dependence
Modal particles interact with the sentence mood of the utterance in which they occur in interesting
ways (Gutzmann, 2008, Kwon, 2005). The most obvious interaction is a restriction. No MP can
occur in every sentence mood.17 For instance, halt is possible in declaratives, but cannot be used
in interrogatives. In contrast, the MP denn has the opposite distribution, as it can only occur in
interrogatives.

(31) a. David
David

schläft
sleeps

halt/*denn
MP

“David is sleeping MP.”

b. Schläft
sleeps

David
David

denn/*halt?
MP

“Is David sleeping MP?”
17For a detailed overview, cf. the extensive tables in Kwon 2005.
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What is important for analyzing this restriction is that this is a semantic or maybe even a syntactic
restriction, not a mere pragmatic one. In rhetorical questions for instance, using halt is impossible,
while denn is fine.

(32) Wer
who

will
wants

denn/*halt
MP for

für
one

einen
Euro

Euro
per

pro
hour

Stunde
work

arbeiten?

‘Who does MP want to work for one Euro per hour?’

As long as the mood of a sentence is represented in the semantic derivation, the restrictions
are directly accounted for by the lexical entries already given. To illustrate this, let us assume
that there is a question-forming operator that takes an expression of type S as its argument and
returns a question of category Q. Semantically, it introduces a question operator that builds the
corresponding question denotation from the proposition.18 A simple yes/no-question therefore
looks as follows.19

(33)
Q/S
/0

λ p.?p

S
schläft David
sleep d

=
Q

Schläft David?
?(sleep d)

The derivation in (34) is an attempt to derive a question containing halt by combining the question
operator with the sentence schläft David halt for which I use the representation derived in (28).

(34)
Q/S
/0

λ p.?p

Assn Assn
S

schläft David halt
⟨[ ],halt(sleep d)⟩

sleep d

Lift
⇒

Assn Assn
Q/S
/0
[ ]

λ p.?p

Assn Assn
S

David schläft halt
⟨[ ],halt(sleep d)⟩

sleep d

=

Assn Assn
Q

schläft David halt
⟨[ ],halt(sleep d)⟩

?(sleep d)

Even if the entry for the question operator can be lifted to be combined with the sentence, the
tower cannot be lowered at the end of the derivation to yield an interpretable structure because
the relevant categories do not match. Furthermore, the Assert rule cannot be applied to make them
do so because it can only shift category S. Therefore, using halt in a question does lead to an
interpretable structure and therefore is ruled out by the grammar.

3.2 No main stress
That MPs cannot receive main stress is based on the fact that they cannot be focussed.
Assuming a standard alternative semantics for focus (Rooth, 1992), this can be derived from their
multidimensional semantics. The only assumption needed is that the focus-interpretation operator
∼ C is attached at sentential level, which seems reasonable anyway (Rooth, 1996). I give the
following simple entry for the covert focus interpretation operator.

(35)
S\S
/0

λX .X ∼C

18I leave open the question of what the result of this operation is, since it does not matter at this point what specific
question semantics you prefer.
19This is again a simplification since I ignore the different word order restrictions in German yes/no-questions.
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Using this entry, we can try to derive the ungrammatical sentence *David schläft HALT ‘David
sleeps MP’.

(36) =

Assn Assn
S

David schläft HALT
⟨[ ],haltF(sleep d)⟩

sleep d

S\S
/0

λX .X ∼C

Lift
⇒

Assn Assn
S

David schläft HALT
⟨[ ],haltF(sleep d)⟩

sleep d

Assn Assn
S\S
/0
[ ]

λX .X ∼C

=

Assn Assn
S

David schläft HALT /0
⟨[ ],haltF(sleep d)⟩

[sleep d]∼C

Assnert
⇒

Assn Assn
Assn

David schläft HALT /0
⟨[ ],haltF(sleep d)⟩

[sleep d]∼C

Lower
⇒

Assn
David schläft HALT /0

⟨[sleep d]∼C,haltF(sleep d)⟩

The first part of the derivation that I have skipped equals the one given in (28) except for the
fact that stressed HALT comes with a focus-feature in its semantic representation. To combine the
resulting expression with the focus-interpretation operator we first lift it, before applying Assert to
the result. Finally, the expression can be lowered to deliver a non-continuized expression.

What is crucial about the end product of the derivation is that the focus-interpretation operator
ends up in the descriptive dimension, whereas the semantic value for HALT together with the
focus feature is located in the expressive dimension. The focus-interpretation operator cannot find
the focus feature and therefore, the interpretation of the entire expression is infelicitous.

This however, is not a mere stipulation but follows directly from the way the
focus-interpretation operator works in Rooth’s alternative semantics. To see why, consider first
the function of that operator.

(37) Focus interpretation rule (Rooth, 1996:279)
Where φ is a syntactic phrase and C is a syntactically covert semantic variable, φ ∼ C
introduces the presupposition that C is a subset of #φ$f containing #φ$o and at least one
other element.

According to this rule, the sentence *David schläft HALT introduces the following presuppositions.

(38) [sleep d]∼Cn presupposes that . . .
a. C ⊆ #sleep d$f

b. #sleep d$o∈C and
c. C contains at least one further element besides #sleep d$o

Furthermore, # $o and # $f are so definied such that #αF$o = #α$o, and #αF$f is the set of alternatives
to α , but #α$f = {α}. Substituting the ordinary and focus value for sleep d in (38), we end up with
the following three presuppositions.
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(39) [sleep d]∼C presupposes that . . .
a. C ⊆ {{w : David sleeps in w}} and
b. {w : David sleeps in w} ∈C and
c. C contains at least one further element besides {w : David sleeps in w}.

The three presuppositions cannot be satisfied at the same time, regardless what the actual value
for C is. Therefore, focus accent on an MP will always yield unfulfilled presuppositions and is
therefore not allowed.

3.3 No questions
A further important syntactic feature of MPs is that they cannot be the target of a question. That is,
a question like the following that is intended to question an MP is impossible.20

(40) *Wie
how

schläft
sleeps

David?
David

(Er
he

schläft
sleeps

halt)
MP

Rooth (1996) gives an account on questions that relies on focus interpretation. A question explicitly
sets the value for the variable C that gets introduced by the focus interpretation operator ∼ in the
answer.

(41) D

S

Does Ede want tea or coffee?

S

S

Ede wants coffeeF

∼C8

In this dialog, the question sets the value for the variable C8 to the set containing the propositions
that Ede wants tea and that Ede wants coffee. According to rule (37), the second sentence with
focus on coffee presupposes (i) that the set of the two propositions is a subset of the set consisting
of the alternative propositions of the form Ede wants x, (ii) that the proposition that Ede wants
coffee is part of the set of the two propositions, and (iii) that the set of alternative propositions of
the form Ede wants x contains at least one element beside the proposition that Ede wants coffee.
All these presuppositions are fulfilled.

As we have just seen in the previous section, a focus feature on an MP cannot be found by the
focus interpretation operator since they end up in different dimensions.
20Of course, (40) is perfectly fine if it is intended to question an adverb.

(i) *Wie
how

schläft
sleeps

David?
David

(Er
he

schläft
sleeps

gut)
well

“How does David sleep? (He sleeps well.)”
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(42)
Assn

David schläft HALT /0
⟨[sleep d]∼C,haltF(sleep d)⟩

Even if we regarded the question that targets an MP as felicitous, the problem is that the answer
introduces presuppositions that can never be fulfilled. Therefore, a question about an MP can never
be answered felicitously. Such a question is of course not a good question and can therefore be
ruled out on pragmatic grounds.

3.4 MPs cannot occur in the ‘prefield’
The last syntactic constraint that I discuss is the fact that MPs cannot occur in the so-called prefield,
i.e the position preceeding the finite verb in main clauses with verb-second word order.

(43) * Halt
MP

schläf
sleeps

Peter.
Peter

There are specific conditions under which an expression can occur in CP,spec, the position that
corresponds to the prefield.

(44) Conditions to occur in the prefield in German (Steinbach, 2002:162)
a. The first argument of the unmarked word order (in the middle field) can occupy CP,spec.
b. The focus can occupy CP,spec.
c. The topic can occupy CP,spec.
d. [Further conditions on discourse referents]

As already argued, MPs cannot be the focus of the sentence. They cannot be the topic either, since
it is built on the notion of focus (Büring, 1997) such that the same argument that ruled out that MPs
can be the focus takes care that they cannot be the topic as well. Furthermore, since informally the
topic is what a sentence is about, it is often assumed that an expression must be referential in
order to be able to be the topic of a sentence and MPs are of course not referential expressions.
Furthermore, MPs are not the first element of the unmarked word order: they typically appear after
the subject at the left edge of VP. They also do not introduce discourse referents and therefore the
last kind of conditions cannot apply to MPs either. Therefore, MPs cannot occur in the prefield.21

4 Conclusion
Continuation-based semantics have been introduced into linguistic theory as a tool to deal with
quantification or other phenomena whose local and global contribution to the structure and
meaning of a sentence diverge. But as the studies by Kubota and Uegaki (2011) and Barker et al.
(2010) have shown, it can be fruitfully employed to deal with non-at-issue meaning as well. This
paper is a further example that shows how a continuation-based semantics can be used to approach
expressions that convey non-truth-conditional meaning and provide a proper formalization for the
general idea of hybrid semantics.
21An additional syntactic argument could be that MPs are best analyzed as syntactic heads and that therefore,

CP,spec is not a suitable landing site for MPs. However, the syntactic status of MPs is not really clear. For discussion,
cf. e.g. Coniglio (2010), Grosz (2005).
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Despite the differences in the general architecture, the spirit of the continuation-based approach
sketched in this paper is rather akin to the more established Pottsean approach. While the later
employs a distinguished semantic type and a special composition rule in order to handle the
multidimensionality of use-conditional items like MPs, the present approach accounts for it by
a special (syntactic) type Assn and an additional continuation level.22 On the technical level,
however, an advantage of this method is that it is strictly compositional and that it, except for
the new type, makes use of the same combinatoric machinery that is needed anyway.

Besides illustrating the usefulness of the continuation-based approach, I furthermore hope that
this paper also shows that the tools it offers can provide insights beyond the semantic composition
because it can be used to derive a lot of the special syntactic and semantic properties of notoriously
difficult phenomena like German modal particles. I hope that further research can show whether
even more syntactic properties of MPs or other expressions can directly be accounted for by such
a semantics.
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